Junior to Senior…
PHP Developer (m/f) wanted!
Contorion is an innovative and fast-growing online shop for professional industrial and trade supply.
Thanks to an intelligent and technology-driven business model, Contorion is aiming to offer a wide
range of products with high quality of service at fair prices. For making the vision of revolutionising
the supply for small and mediumsized businesses reality, we’re looking for dynamic and motivated
people who want to become part of our team!

We are looking for an experienced PHP developer who wants to take responsibility in
a powerful startup environment!
Why we are different? - 5 reasons to work in our team:
(1) We are open-minded for new technologies and we use them when it makes
sense.
(2) We are 100% pragmatic. You’ll work in an agile environment with frequent
architecture talks, but without eternal planning meetings.
(3) We know about the benefits of TDD, BDD and Clean Code and make use of it!
(4) We are not afraid of huge architectural challenges.
(5) We believe in a strong interdisciplinary teamwork of development, businessintelligence, design, marketing and operations.
What about you?
Our basic requirements:
Working experience with PHP > 5.4, standard frameworks like Zend, Symfony,
Knowledge about professional software engineering (paradigms like ‘inversion of
control’, clean code, basic algorithms and data-structures, agile processes)
Our Technology Stack:
You don't have to be an expert in all areas of our technology stack, but most of the
technologies should be familiar to you.




Backend: PHP 5.6, MySQL, Git, PostgreSQL, Aerospike, ElasticSearch, New
Relic, Jenkins, Zend Framework, Symfony 2, Twig, Silex, Composer,
RabbitMQ
System administration: nginx, Saltstack, Rackspace Cloud, OpenStack
Frontend: jQuery, Vanilla JS, HTML5/CSS3, Grunt & Gulp, Kendo UI,
Selenium

Are you willing to be part of an expert team? We look forward to receiving your
application, which should include your income expectations and earliest possible start
date, by mail: HR@Contorion.de

